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Abstract. We show that the elementary theory of Boolean algebras is <lO,-complete for the 
Berman complexity Tlass IJEcO STA(*, 2’“, n), the class of sets accepted by alternating Turing 
machines runnmg in time 2’” for some constant c and making at most n alternations on inputs of 
length n; thus the theory is compuzationally equivalent to the theory of real addition with order. 
We extend the completeness results to various ubclasses ofBoolean algebras, including the finite, 
free, atomic, atomless, and complete Boolean algebras. Finally we show that the tht;,ry of any finite 
collection of finite Boolean algebras is complete for PSPACE, while the th~:;‘l:,ry of any other 
collection is +,,-hard for UC.+ STA(*, 2’“, n). 
1. Introduction 
Boolean algebras are of fundamental importance in logic and computing. The 
elementary theory of Boolean algebras (BA) is the set of sentences in the appropriate 
first order language which are true in all Boolean algebras. The decidability of BA 
was first observed by Tarski [19], who used the so-called elimination of quantifiers 
method. A naive implementation of this decision procedure is non-elementary, and 
even the most careful implementation can be shown to require 2*” time and space in 
the worst case. To our knowledge no other decision procedure is known and no lower 
bound has ever been established. 
In Section 3 we describe an efficient decision procedure for BA using alternating 
automata [5,15] showing that BA is contained in the Berman complexity class 
STA(*, 2’“, za) for some constant c. This is the class of sets accepted by alternating 
Turing machines running in time 2’” which may make only n alternations of 
universal and existential states, where n is the length of the input. In Section 4 we 
show that BA is hard for U STA(*, 2’“, n)’ wi’r’ri resplzct o logspace many-one 
reducibility, so it is unlikely a more eflcient decision procedure will be found. Thus 
BA is complete (in the sense of [7,14]) for U STA(*, 2’“, n). 
* This work was done at the University of California, Berkeley and supported by National Science 
Foundation Grant MCS74-07636-AOl. 
’ Her2 and henceforth, unions will be over all c c W. 
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The complexity class STACf(n), g(n), h(n)) is the class of sets accepted by alter- 
nating Turing machines using at most f(n) space, g(n) time, and h(n) alternations on 
inputs of length n. A star in any pcsition means that no bound is specified; for 
example, STA(*, 2’“, n) is the class of sets accepted by alternating machines in 2Cn 
time and n alternations. This notation is due to Berman [3]. STA(*, g(n), h(n))_ 
corresponds to the S(g(n), h(n)) of [2]. 
The class U STA(*, 2’“, n) lies between nondeterministic exponential time and 
deterministic exponential space, but it is not known whether either inclusion is strict. 
As demonstrated by Berman [2] based on work by Fischer and Rabin [12] and 
Ferrante and Rackoff [lo], the elementary theory of reals with addition and order 
(RA) is also complete for the class U STA(*, 2’“, n), so the present results show 
these theories are computationally equivalent, in spite of the fact that there is no 
visible correspondence between the t-wo theories at all. In particular, RA is a 
complete theory (in the sense that for all sentences 4 in the language of RA, either 
4 E RA or 14 E RA) whereas BA is not, and in fact has infinitely many complete 
extensions. Accordingly, the reductions t’rom RA to BA and vice versa, as supplied 
by the present results, are quite indirect. 
BA is not to be confused with the problem UT quantified Boolean formulas of 
Stockmeyer and Meyer [NJ. This is the elementary theory of 2, the two-element 
Boolean algebra, a complete extension of BA. As shown in [18] this problem is 
slog-compiete for PSPACE. 
In Section 5 we study the complexities of theories of subclasses of Boolean 
algebras, such as the complete, .5&e, free, a’:omic, or atomless Boolean algebras. 
We show that every such consistent extension of BA is either +,,-complete for 
PSPACE or slog- hard for U ‘STA(*, 2”“, n). We show that although there are 
arbitrarily complex extensions to BA, many 13f the interesting ones, such as all 
those listed above, are complete for U STA(*, 2’“, n). In particular, any complete 
extension Th of BA (in the sense that either 4 E Th or -14 E Th) is either 
=+-complete for PSPACE or d*,,-complete for U STA(*, 2’“, n) with nothing 
in between. 
In the interest of continuity, many proofs will be merely sketched or omitted 
entirely. Those omitted are straightforward. References to similar results in the 
literature are given where appropriate. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let L be the first order language with equality (=), binary operation symbols + and 
0, unary operation symbol -, and constant symbols 0, 1. We write xy for x . y. The 
operation syxnbols +, ., - are not to be confused with the logical connectives v , A, 1. 
Vie will often use x G y in abbreviation of xy = X. The order of precedence of the 
operators is -, l 9 +. 
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The elementary theory of Boolean algebras is the set of consequences of the 
following axioms: 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z), ( J) x ’ 2 = x(yz), 
x+y=y+x, xy = yx, 
x(y+z)=xy+xt, x+yz=(x+y)(x+z), 
. x+0=x, x0=0, 
x+1=1, x1=x, 
x+x’=l, xx’=o, 
X+X=X, Xx=X, 
O# 1. 
An immediate consequence of these axioms is the DeMorgan Laws: 
x+y= x’jj, G=Z+jj. 
A Boolean algebra a = (B, +, 9, -, 0,l) is any model of this theory. It is assumed 
the reader is familiar with Boolean algebras and the terminology associated with 
them, such as atom, atomic, atomless, ideal, filter, ultrafilter, principal. For an 
introduction, see [4,6]. 
It is instructive to visualize a Boolean algebra as a Boolean algebra of sets, whose 
domain is some family of subsets of a set X, with 1, 0, +, 0, - given by X, Q), u, n, 
and set complementation in X. Every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a Boolean 
algebra of sets. 
We shall often find it convenient to omit the axiom 0 # 1 and allow a trivial 
one-element Boolean algebra 0. The smallest nontrivial Boolean algebra has domain 
(0, 1) and is denoted 2. Accordingly, we also occasionally depart from the usual 
practice of requiring ideals to be proper subsets of the domain. Since ideals are 
kernels of Boolean algebra homomorphisms, the image of a homomorphism may 
now be 0. This abuse is for technical convenience only and entails no loss of 
generality, for if BA’ is the theory of Boolean algebras including 0, then 
&GBA iff O#l+&zBA’ 
so BA slog BA’; and Th(0) is trivially decidable, so BA’ s,,,BA. 
If & is a Boolean algebra and a, b E d, we write a G b if ab = a. Then G is a partial 
order with bottom 0 and top 1. In Boolean algebras of sets, < is set inclusion. 
If A c Se we denote by 1: A the sum of A, or least upper bound of A with respect o 
6. Sums do not always exist, but sums of finite s’ets always do. A Boolean algebra in 
which all sums exist is called complete. 
If A 6 d, A is said to partition a E ~-4 if a = C A and bc = 0 for distinct b, c E A. A 
partitions 562 if it partitions 1. 
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If A c J$, &A denotes the subalgebra of & generated by ‘4.. If al, . . . , a, E J$ a bit 
of a 1, . . . , a,, in d is an element of the form bl b2 l l l b,, where each bj E {ai, Ci}. By 
convention, the nulR set has one bit, namely 1. 
Let A c & be finite and let B be the set of bits of A. 
Proposition 2.1. (i) B partitions &. 
(ii) Every bit of A is either 0 or an atom of dA. Every atom of dA is a bit of A. 
(iii) a E dA if and only if a is a sum of bits of A. 
A finite set A c d is independent if all its bits are nonzero. The free generators of a 
finite free Boolean algebra are independent. 
Let & be any Boolean algebra and let a 1, . . . , a& E &. The k-pointed Boolean 
algebra (~4, al, . . . , ak) is just & with distinguished elements a 1, . . . , ak in addition 
to 0,l. The only difference between Boolean algebras a:ld k-pointed Boolean 
algebras is that homomorphisms of k-pointed Boolean algebras must preserve the 
distinguished elements. 
The following standard terminology from logic is used freely: terms, formulas, 
atomic formulas, free variables, closed terms, sentences, atisfaction, similarity type. 
L, refers to the set of sentences of L with at most n symbols. 
&I=& denotes that sentence 4 of L is true in .d. Th(d) denotes (4 E L I& I=&}, 
the theory of &. If %’ is a class of Boolean algebras then Th(%) denotes 
fldt g Th(4. 
Let 9, be the set of terms of L over variables xl,. . . , xn. Although & is not a 
Boolean algebra, it is an algebraic structure of the same similarity type as Boolean 
algebras (where +, l F and - are given the syntactic interpretation), thus we may talk 
about morphisms Yk + &, where & is a Boolean algebra. Moreover Tk is the free 
structure of that similarity type on generators x1, . . . , xn, thus for any (&, a 1, . . . , aA 
thereisauniquemorphism(Yn,Xi,. . . ,x,)+(&al,. . . ,a,,).Abitofxl,. . . ,Xkisa 
term of the form yly2 l l l y, where each yi E {xi, Zi}. 
The Boolet?n aigebra Sk is the free Boolean algebra on n generators. S,, is 
isomorphic to Ffl modulo the Boolean algebra axioms given above. We will always 
use cl,. . . , c,, to denote a set of free generators of Pn. Sri has 22n elements and 2” 
atoms. The atoms of Sn are exactly the bits of cl, . . . , Cna The generators cl, . . . , cn 
form an independent set in Sk, and if al, . . , , an is an independent set in &, then 
~4’~l’-*~*~~’ z Sk, where s denotes isomorphism. 
Much of the following notation is adapted from [6, pp. 293ff.J 
Let %3 = (B, +, 0, -, 0,l) be a Boolean algebra. Let 
Bla = (b e B 1 b 6: a}, W-” = a6 for b E Bla, S!Ila = (B 1 a, +, 9, -a, 0, a). 
%$z is a Boolean alg,ebra. 9 is isomorphic to the p:roduct ala X S$? via the map 
b - (ab, ab). More generally, 
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Proposition 2.2. If A is a finite set partitioning b E 3, then 
Proposition 2.2 is false in general for infinite A. ala is also isomorphic to the 
quotient $9/F, where F is the principal filter generated by a. 
An element a of 3 is said to be atomic (atomzess) if 59la is atomic (atomless). 9 is 
stable if the sum of its atoms exists; i.e., if there exists an a E 39 such that a is atomic 
and a’ is atomless. a E 99 is stable if ala is. Equivalently, B is stable if and only if it 
can be expressed as a direct product of an atomic and an atomless algebra (either may 
be trivial). Any finite, atomic, atomless, or complete algebra is stable. If & is 
unstable, then it has infinitely many atoms and an atomless element. 
Let I(&) be the set of stable elements of &, 
Proposition 2.3, (i) I(&) is an ideal, 
(ii) I(93la) = I(@)n Bla, 
(iii) I(fli 9i) = Hi I( ai), 
(iv) ni SYi/I(ni 9Yi) z ni 99i/I (93i). 
Proposition 2.3(iii) says that an element of a product is stable if and only if all its 
components are stable. Proposition 2.3(iv) says that the operation of forming a 
quotient modulo stable elements commutes with the operation of forming a direct 
product. As a consequence of Proposition 2.3(iv) we have 
Let 9 be a Boolean algebra, and define a sequence .Stk) of Boolean algebras as 
follows: 
9 (0) = 99, #c+1) = &k,/~(&k’) 
Let b - btk’ be the canonical homomorphism 9 +&? 
Proposition 2.4. (i) (ni ai)“‘) s ni B!n), 
(ii) Bcnrlb(“) s (S lb)(“). 
In the sequence B(O), B(l), . . . , if some 99 (‘I is nontrivial and stable, then all @, 
j < k are unstable and all #), j > k are trivial. If no such k exists, then either aii Sci’ 
are trivial or all are unstable. In [6] it is shown that if @) is the unique nontrivial 
stable algebra in the sequence .99(“, a(l), . . . , then the number of atoms of 3 (k), and 
whether 9?lk) is atomic, determine the elementary theory of .%?. 
Alternating Turing machines were introduced in [S, 151. These automata re much 
like nondeterministic Turing machines except that some states are designated as 
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universal and others are designated as existential. At any point in the computation, a 
process in some configuration (consisting of state, tape contents, and head positions) 
either checks whether some one of its immediate successors leads to acceptance or 
checks whether all of its immediate successors lead to acceptance, depending on 
whether the current state of the finite control is existential or universal. Thus 
nondeterministic machines are alternating machines which make only existential 
branches. 
Alternating machines are particularly suited to the study of the complexity of 
decidable theories, where they have been used recently with considerable success 
[2,3,1 I.]. We refer the reader who is not familiar with these automata to [S, 151. 
3. A decision procedure for BA 
Our decision procedure is based on an adaptation of the techniques of [6] using 
ideas from [S, 93. In [6], the aim was to characterize all the complete extensions of 
BA. Each Boolean algebra a was assigned a pair (m(a), n(a)) of invariants, and it 
was shown that two nontrivial Boolean algebras are elementarily equivalent if and 
only if they have the same invariants. 
Invariants describe the structure of a(‘) with respect o the number of atoms and 
whether it is atomic, where a(k) is the first stable algebra in the sequence 
P, ?S?“‘, . . . (if such a k exists). They were defined as follows: 
m(a) = 
the least k < o such that SJ(k*‘) is trivial, if such a k exists, 
OC, otherwise, 
00 
no@) = 
if m (3) = k and @‘I has infinitely many atoms, 
I if m(3) = k and a(k) has I < w atoms, 
n(%I)= 
/ 
0 if rn(SI)=cQ 
+no(3) if m(a) = k and ?#Ifk) is atomic, 
-no(B) if m(B) = k and & is not atomic. 
Theorem 3.1 (Tarski [19]; c.ee also [6]). A necessary and sufficient condition for two 
nontrivial Boolean algebras Sa, 93 to be elementarily equivalent is that they both have 
the same incariants, i.e. 
(mWL n(4) = (m(W, m(W)- 
The invariants of an algebra, as defined above, take too much time and space to 
represent and manipulate. For our purposes, we need to redefine invariants so that 
less information is maintained. This will allow us to classify algebras only according 
to their behavior on formulas of L, instead of all of L, so we lose descriptive power in 
exchange for computational efficiency. 
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Definition 3.2. Let n c U. A;I n-invariant is a tri@e (r, s, t) E w3, where 
(i) OGrQz, 
(ii) 0 S s S 2”, 
(iii) OGtG 1, 
(iv) if s = t = 0, then r = 0. 
With each S? we associate a unique n-invariant a,(B) = (r, s, t), where 
min{n, k} where k Co is the least number such that 
r= @) is stable, if such a k exists, 
pt otherwise, 
s = min{2”, m}, where m is the cardinality of the set of atoms of SC” 
{ 
1 if 9P contains an atomless element, 
t = 
0 if !Bcr) is atomic . 
If a E 93, the n-invariant of a is the n-invariant of Bla, and is denoted an(a). 
Thus r tells how many of 9(O), B(*), . . . are unstable, up to a maxim?,m of n, s 
describes the cardinality of the set of atoms of @, up to a maximum of 2”, and t tells 
whether &’ is atomic .
For example, a,(B) = (0, 0,O) if and only if 9 is trivial. If 98 is a*omic, then 
a,(B) = (0, k, 0) for some 0 s k s 2”. If 99 is nontrivial but atomless, then o,(9) = 
(0, 0, 1). If all S?(O), SP, . . . , S@‘) are unstable, then a,(B) = (n, 2”, 1). It is essential 
to our result that algebras of every n-invariant exist. They are constructed in the 
Appendix. 
We will eventually prove (Corollary 3.15) that the n-invariant of an 4gebra 
determines its behavior on sentences of length n, i.e. 
a,, (J@ = or, (93) ---, Th(.@ r? L, = Th(9) n L,,. 
First, we need to develop some properties of n-invariants. 
Lemma 3.3. If there exists k such that AZ(~)= @) # 0, then a,(d) = a,, (9). 
Proof. If n < k, then .J-&~) and .Btn) are both unstable, so o,(d) = a,(B) = (n, 2”, 1). 
If k c n and &t&J and @“ are both stable, then the first components of cr,(~4) and 
a;,(a) are both k, and the result follows directly from Definition 3.2. 
If k s n and .RZ’~’ and @ are unstable, then #+l) = @+*’ Z 0, and the result 
follows from one of the previous twc cases. 
Given two n-invariants C, 7, we define an n-invariant LT x T and an (n - I)-invariant 
o’, describing respectively the n-invariant of a product of two algebras with 
rl-invariants a, T, and the (n - l)-invariant of an algebra with n-invariant u. 
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Definition 3.4. Let u = (c*, u*, a3) and r = (rl, 72, r3) be any two n-invariants. 
Define an n-invariant u x 7 and an (n - I)-invariant (T’ as follows: 
i 
7 if a’< 7l, 
u’x7= 0 if u1 > rl, 
(u’, min{2”, u* + 7*), max{u3, To}) if U’ = 719 
if u1 < n 
(r’= 
{ 
(ul, min{2”-‘, u*}, u3) 
(n - I, Y-l, 1) if u* = n. 
Lemma 3.5. (i) B,(& X 9) = a,(&) X a,(B), 
(ii) 0,-J&) = u&Z)‘. 
Proof. Let .& CB have n-invariants u, r respectively. 
(i) If CF’ > ?, then B’ri+l’ is trivial and J&~*+‘) is not, so 
(&$g x $j)w+l) _p+l) x &rl+l, _p+l), 
using Proposition 2.4(i), so a,(.& x B) = u,&12) = u x T = u by Lemma 3.3. 
The case u1 c 7’ is similar. 
If one of 5&H), 9I’*) is unstable, then (& x 93)cn’ is, thus o,(L(;a x !B) = {v, 2”, 1) = 
u x 7. Otherwise, u’ = 7’ and sQ(“‘, 9?(T1) are stable. The result follows from 
Proposition 2.4(i) and Definitions 3.2 and 3.4. 
(ii) This is immediate from Definitions 3.2 and 3.4. 
It is easily verified that the operation x on n-invariants is associative, so that the 
notation ni~lui for a product of a finite sequence (ui)icI of n-invariants is unam- 
biguous. We have immediately the following generalization of Lemma 3.5(i): 
Lemma 3.6. (i) uc<nicl &i) = niErun(&i), where I is a finite set, 
(ii) If A is a finite set partitioning b E 93, then u,,(b) = naEA u,,(a). 
Proof. (i) is immediate. (ii) uses (i) and Proposition 2.2. 
‘GM each n-invariant a, rz 2 1, we associate a set P(D) of unordered pairs of 
(n - 1 )-invariants. These pairs will represent all possible ways of partitioning an 
algebra (Lemma 3.8). 
Definition 3.7. Let o- be an n-invariant, n > 1, and let 
P(u) = w, 7’) I f x q = aI* 
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Proof. The inclusion 2 follows directly from Lemma 3.5. To show s, Bet a = u’, (at), 
n 2 1. We need to show that if (l’, 77’) E P(g)> then there exist 9?., % such that 
&s 3 x %‘, a; -r(S) = t’, and a,-&&‘) = q’. By Lemma 3.5, it is suffiicient o show 
that there exist a, ($7 partitioning & with on (a) = 5, a, (%) = 7 (although as we shall 
see below, this may not always be possible). 
First we dispose of the trivial cases: if t2 = t3 = 0, then Y’ = 0 by Definition 3.2, so 
take 98 = 0 and %’ = SQ. Since 7 must equal g by definition of X, we are done. The 
argument is similar if 7j2 = q3 = 0. thus we may assume that not both l*, l3 = 0 and 
not both q2, q3 = 0. 
Suppose next that 6’ < &. Let b’ be the sum of l2 distinct atoms of &“, and let LB” 
be an atomless element of &(“) if C3 = 1,O if J3 = C. Note that b’ and b” must exist, 
since g1 < a* implies that J&” is unstable and hence has infinitely many’atoms and 
an atomless element. Let b E .d such that b(‘l) = b’+ b”. Then b’+ 11” P 0 since not 
both l*, l3 = 0, so b # 0. 
We claim that &lb, &)b form the desired partition of &, i.e. that c;c,(dlb, = 5 and 
~~(&16) =7. Using Proposition 2.4(ii), 
(,l,)@) G &(t’) lb”‘) = &t&l) I(b’ + b”), 
which is stable and nontrivial, has C2 atoms, and has an atomless part if and only if 
C3 = 1, so a;,(dlb) = [. -41~0 using Proposition 2.4(ii), 
since b(“+‘) = 0, so the result follows from Lemma 3.3. 
A similar argument holds for the case 7’ C c?. 
Suppose now that f’ = q1 = ol. By Definition 3.4, 
u = (fl, min{2”, c2 + 7j*}, max(t3, q’}). 
It may not be the case that there exist a, (8 partitioning & with n-invariants c, q, as 
above. However, it suffices to find another pair K, A of n-invariants with (K’, A’) = 
(l’, q’), and 99, % partitioning & with n-invariants K, A. 
Assume without loss of generality that f* G q*. Let 
K* = min(2 n-1, l*}, A * = min{2”, a! - K*} 
where a! is the cardinality of the set of atoms of do? Let K, A be 6, q with Kzl A* 
substituted for 12, q2 respectively. 
First we show that (K’, A’) = (l’, q’). If c* = n, then 
(K’, A ‘) = (l’, ‘$) = ((n - 1,2”-‘, lb, (n - 1,2”+, 1)). 
Otherwise, if o1 C n, then since ~~ S znel, it follows immediately from the definitions 
92 that~‘~=~*=~‘~.ToshowA ~7 92, we claim that either of the two conditions 
(1) ?7*<2”-*, 
(2) A2<2”-’ 
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implies 
(3) IC~=~~ and A2=q2. 
This says that 
as desired. 
To show (I) implies (3) and (2) implies (3), consider the conditions 
(4) u2C2n, 
(5) a<2”, 
(6) 12+q2<2”, 
(7) K2+A2<2”. 
Since a,(&) = CT and 5 x q = cr, we have 
(*) u2 = min{2”, ar} = min{2”, y2 + 7j2}. 
This says that conditions (4), (5), a1.d (6) are equivalent. From the definition of A2, we 
have 
b4 K23,A2 = min(2” + tc2, CU}. 
This says that (5) and (7) are equivalent. 
Now (1) implies (6), since 5” 5 q2, and (2) implies (7), since ~~~ 2”~‘. Thus we 
need only show that one of the equivalent conditions (4), (5), (6), (7) implies (3). 
Suppose (6). Since f2 s q*, it cannot be the case that c2 > 2n-’ thus, by definition of 
K’, x2 = 12. Moreover, by (*) and (**), 
thus v2 = A2, and (3) holds. 
At this point all we have left to do is construct a, % partitioning & with Un (a) = K, 
a;, (V) = A. As above, this is done by partitioning & (ol) into d and &uch that d has ~~ 
atoms and an atomless part if ~~ = 1, and d has a! - K2 atoms and an atomless part if 
A3 = 1. If b E d is chosen with blul) = d, then Proposition 2.4(ii) may be used to show 
that mn(bjr = K and a,(F) = A, so d)b and d(F form the desired partition of J% 
With each k-pointed algebra (&, al,. . . , ak) we 
n-invariant describing the bits of al, . . . , ak in J& 
wish to associate a k-pointed 
Definition 3.9. Suppose the bits of x1, . . . , xk are lexicographically ordered, and let 
ti be the ith bit in this ordering, 1 G i c 2k. 
A k-pointed n-invariant is a list of 2” n-invariants. 
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With each k-pointed algebra (c(;a, ~11,. . . , ak) we associate a unique k-pointed 
n-invariant a:(~& al,. . . , ak): the ith element of the list a-:(&, al,. . . , ak) is the 
n-invariant mn (f(ti)), where f is the unique morphism (&, xi, . . l , xk) + 
(4 a17 l ‘0 9 ac). 
By Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 3.6(ii), &JZ& ~1,. . . , ak) uniquely determines 
o,(a) for all a E &*. In particular, a:(~& a 1, . . . 3 uk) uniquely determines a;,(&). 
Definition 3.10. With each k-pointed n-invariant 0, n 3 1, we associate aset P(0) of 
(k + l)-pointed (n - 1).invariants, by simultaneously replacing each c in 8 wifh a 
pair from P(u), in all possible ways. That is, 
(70, 71, ’ . . , 7p+1- lkP(~O, al,' l l 9 @2k-*) iff (T2i9 72i+*) E P(ci) 
for all OSSY-1. 
The following lemma is the analog of Lemma 3.8 for k-pointed Boolean algebras. 
Lemma 3.11. If al, . . . , a& E d, then 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.8, using Proposition 2.1(i) and Lemma 3.6(ii). 
Lemma 3.12. If c&d, al,. . . , a&) = ak,(%, bl,. . . , bk), theat 
(J$, al, . . . , a&)‘almm’*mak’~ (3, bl, . . . , bk)ibl..‘*.bk’. 
Proof. Let f, g, h be tlx unique morphisms 
For any bit b of cl, . . . , c& there is a bit t of x1,. . . , x& with f(t) = b, SO g(b) = got(t) 
and h(b) = hof(t). But since a”,(& al,. . . , a&)=&B, bl,. . . , bk), we have that 
on (g of 0)) = an (h of(t)), so tkzst a,(g(b)) = a,(h(b)), thus g(b) = OM h(b) = 0. This 
says that the kernels of g and h are identical, and the result follows. 
The following lemma will allow the elimination of quantifiers. 
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Lemma 3.13. If C&J& al,. . . , a~C)=c&S9, bl,. . . , bk), then for each a Ed there 
exists b E 58 such that 
&: al,. ak, a) = crt?: bl, . l l , b). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.11. 
The following theorem states that the behavior of JXZ on formulas with PZ quantifiers 
and k parameters a . . , E 5% determined by al,. . . , ak). 
each let be 9 with a for a E A 
Theorem 3.14. b?t +(x1, . . . , xk) be a formula of the form 
all of whose variables are among x1, . . . , x,, and all of whose free variables are among 
X1 9***9 xk, i;nd *&here (b is quantifier free. Then 
flk,-k(d, al,. . . , ak) = ut-k(i%, br, . . . , bk) 
implies 
dk$(al,. . . 9 ak) iff a Wh . . . , b/c). 
Proof. The proof is by backwards induction on k, with n fixed. 
For the basis, suppose k = n. Then ~5 = @(xl, . . . , x,). But &d, al, . . . , a,) = 
o:@I,b1, . . . , b,) implies 
(4 al,. . . 9 a,) 
ia *....*UJ = (8, bl, . . . , b,$61V--bn’ 
by Lemma 3.12, so 
(4 al,. . . 9 a,J {a l*emm'u+$(al, . . . , a,) 
if and only if 
(B, bt, . . . 4 bn)‘bl*--*bh$(bl, . . . , 6,). 
Since $ is quantifier free, 
dkq5(s,, . . . ,a,) iff W=+(b1,. . . ,b,). 
This establishes the basis. 
Now suppose k < n and 
f&(&C al,. . . , ak) = d-k@, h . . l 9 bkb 
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Then 
c-) (by Lemma 3.13 and the induction hypothesis) 
Q,xx,&h, . . .y bk, b, x&+2, l l l 9 xn) 
e+ 
3 t=g&+l Qk+zXic+z ’ ’ ’ Q,x,4(h,. . .y bk, Xk+l, . =. 3 Xn). 
The case Qk+1 = v is similar. 
In particular, since a: (J@ = a;, (Sp), we have 
Corollary 3.15. Ifan (&) = a,(9), then Th(&) n L, = Th(B) n L,,. 
If G is an n-invariant, then the property ‘c,J&) = (+’ is expressible by a first order 
sentence (use [6, Proposition 55.51). That is, there is a sentence #” of L such that 
& != &’ if and only if a,(&) = o. This fact coupled with Corollary 3.15 says that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for two Boolean algebras S& 9 tQ be elementarily 
equivalent is that u&Q = ~~(9) for all n. This is analogous to Theorem 3.1. 
However, we have a stronger result: a necessary and sufficient condition for two 
classes C, D of Boolean algebras to have the saAme theory is that a,(C) = c,(D) for 
all n, where o,,(C) = {an (~4) 1sL7 E C}. Sufficiency follows immediately from Corollary 
3.15; necessity follows from the fact that if 0 E (TV-c,JC), then 7@” E 
Th(C) -Th(D). For example, 
Th({stable Boolean algebras}) =Th({complete Boolean algebras)) 
since both have n-invariants ((0, m, k) IO s m s 2”, 0 s k G l}, and 
Th({finite Boolean algebras}) T Th({atomic Boolean algebras)) 
since both have n-invariants ((0, m, 0) IO s m s 2”). There is no annlogous result for 
invariants, since it is not necessary that C and D have the same invariants in order fcr 
Th(C) = Th(D). For example, {finite Boolean algebras} and {atomic Boolean alge- 
bras} do not have the same set of invariants, but have the same theory. 
In order to give an alternating Turing machine algorithm for deciding membership 
in BA, we will show how the foregoing results allow us to consider only the 
n-invariants of algebras, and not the algebras themselves, when eliminating 
quantifiers (Lemma 3.16). If 
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is a formula of k with a!1 free variables among x1, . . . , xk and 4 quantifier free, and if 
6 is a k-pointed (n - k)-invariant, iet us write 
if there exists an (&, aI,. . . , &) with 
(i) &k(&& Ul, . . . , ak) = 8 such that 
(ii) (s&al, l . . t akh%l, h.. 9 akh 
Since (ii) is true for some (J& al, . . . , ak) satisfying (i) if and only if it is true for all 
such(&,ar,..., &), by Lemma 3.14, we have: 
Lemma 3.16. Let +(x1, . . . , xk, xk + 1) be in prenex form with m quan tijyers and all free 
variables among x1, . . . , xk, xk+l. Let 8 be a k-pointed (m + I)-invariant. Then 
(i) @tgxk+l #(xl,. l . , xk+l) if and only if there exists an 7 E P(8) such that 
@(1’(xl, l . = ,Xk+l); 
(ii} OH/xk+r $(x1, . . . , xk+l) if and only if for all q E P(O), q l=@(x*, . . . , &+l). 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 3.11 and 3.14. 
We now give an algorithm for deciding whether C#I E BA for any 4 EL. The 
algorithm will be given by an alternating Turing machine and will run in exponential 
time, making only a linear number of alternations. 
Let $ be a sentence of L oie length n. First 4 is put in prenex form. This may be 
done deterministically in polynomial time. 
If CL = 01x1 l l ’ cLxn4h l l l , x,), then to check whether + E BA we need only 
check for each n-invariant c whether .& k (I, where & is any algebra with c,, (&) = 0; 
by Corollary 3.15. We must also know that every 0 is a,(&) for some &; these 
algebras are constructed in the Appendix. Although there are roughly 2*” such a, 
they may be generated in parallel by an A -computation of the machine in time 2”’ for 
some constant c. Thus we have roughly 2*” processors running concurrently, each 
trying to verify for some CT that &t= 4 for any J& such that go,(&) = o,,(&) = ca, or in 
other words, whether u I= $. 
Suppose now that at some point in the computation, each processor has a 
k-pointed (n - k)-invariant 8 at hand, and is trying to verify that 
The processor generates all q E f(O) in parallel, and for each one tries to verify 
If Qk+l= 3, these q are generated using the existential branching capability of the 
machine; if Qk + 1 = V, universal branching is used. Again, although there are roughly 
2’” such q, They may be generated in parallel in 2’” time. 
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When all quantifiers are removed, there are a super-exponential number of 
concurrent processes, each trying to verify, for some n-pointed O-invariant q, 
whether 
where 4 is quantifier free. Let (J$ al,. . . , ca,) be an n-pointed algebra with 
t&X&, al,. . . 9 a,) = q, and let symbols x1, . . . , x(~ be interpreted in & as al,. . . , a, 
respectively. By Lemma 3.14, the process need only verify 
(4 al,. . . 9 a,)Wh . . . v xd, 
using the information of v. Since the interpretation of x1,. . . , xn as cB1,. n l 3 a, 
coincides with the unique morphism (Tn, x1, . . . , x,)+ (d, al, . . . , a,,), q tells which 
bits of x1, . . . , xn are interpreted as nonzero bits of a 1, . . . . a n. 
It suffices to determine the truth value in (J& al, _ . . , a,) of each atomic formula 
S =. t appearing in 4. The truth value of 4 may be computed from these values in 
polynomial time. First, each s = t is replaced by the equivalent formula s’t + si = 0. If 
we can transform s’t+ si into a sum of bits of x1, . . . , xn in exponential time, using 
only the Boolean algebra axioms, then we will be done, since then q may be 
consulted to determine whether any of the bits af x1, . . . , xn in the sum comprising 
St + si represent nonzero bits of a Is . . . , a,, in J& 
Hence it remains to show how to express a term t E Yn as a sum of bits, using the 
Boolean algebra axioms, in exponential time. First, t is put into disjunctive normal 
form using the distributive and DeMorgan laws. This entails at most an exponential 
increase in size and takes at most exponential time. Then t is of the form ):i ui and 
each summand ui is a product of the form y1 l l l yk where each yi is either 0, 1, or 
some xi or $ If 0 or both xi, Zj occur in any ui, then that ui is deleted from the sum. In 
the remaining ui, all l’s and redundant factors are eliminated. If neither xi nor Zi 
occurs in 1~1 l l l yk, then yl l l . yk is replaced by Xiyl l l l yk + x’yl l l l yk. The above 
transformations are justified by the axioms for Boolean algebras, take exponential 
time, and result in a term of the desired form. 
The above alternating Turing machine algorithm takes exponential time and 
makes one alternation per quantifier. The correctness of the algorithm follows 
inductively frorn Lemma 3.16. Thus we have 
Theorem 3.17. BA E STA(*, 2’“, n) for some constant c. 
4. A lower bound 
In order to show that any set in U STA(*, 2’“, n) reduces to BA, we will encode 
computations of exponentially time bounded, linear alternation bounded machines 
as formulas which are true in all Boolean algebras if and only if the coanputations they 
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encode are accepting. Albert Meyer has given a 2 cn”og(n) lower time bound for the 
monadic predicate calculus (see [16]); much of the following development is similar 
to his. 
For the moment, we restrict our attention to 9,, the free Boolean algebra on 
generators cl, . . . , cn. We will show how to represent strings over the alphabet (0, 1) 
of length 2” as elements of gn. Each bit of cl, . . . . cn will represent a number 
0 s i < 2n and will serve as an index into strings. We will encode string operations on 
strings of length 2” as formulas in L. This will be the basis of our encoding of Turing 
machine computations of exponential ength. 
In the following, we will use cl, . . . , cn to denote both the elements cl,. . . , c,, of 
9” and their corresponding constant symbols in Lg”. 
First we observe that bits of al, . . . , a,, in .sZ may be distinguished by the formula 
def 
BIT,(y,xl,...,x,)=3~1***3~, Y=z~z~**‘z~ A i (Zi=xi V zi=2i). 
i=l 
Lemma 4.1. a is a bit of a 1, . . . , a,, in ~4 if and only if 
&BIT&z, ~1,. . . , a,). 
Each integer i9 0 s i c 2”, is represented by a bit i of cl, . . . , c,, as follows: 
where di is the jth digit in the n-digit binary rlzpresentation of i. Thus, 
The following lemma gives a way of determining the jth digit of i, where 0 s i c 
2”, fQjSn. 
Lenmma 4.2. The jth digit of i is 1 if and only if 
Using &, we can encode addition modulo 2”. First define the formula 
CARRY&, y, u), which asserts that u is the carry from adding x and y : 
def 
CARRY,(x, y, u) = 
uscn ‘The least significant digit of u is 0 . . . ’ 
n-l 
A A [UsC,e((UsCi+l A XsCi+l) V (XsCi+l A ycCi+l) V (ysCi+l A LisCi+l))] 
1=t 
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c 
. . . and the ith digit of u is 1 if and only if at least 
two of the (i + 1)st digits of X, y, u are 1.’ 
Lemma 4.3. k is the carry from adding i alrd j, 0 + i, j, k < 2”, if and only if 
& KARRY,(i, j, k). 
Define the formula 
def 
ADD,&, y, z) = 
Vu BIT&, cl, . . ..c.) /\ CARRY,(x, y,u) 
‘If u represents a number between 0 and 2” - 1, and ;A is 
the carry from adding x and y . . . ’ 
+ i;\ (2 dCi-(X SCiC-,y GCi@U GCi)) 
i = 1 
b 
. . . then the ith digit of t is 1 if and only if an odd 
_ ’ number of the ith digits of X, y, u are 1.’ 
Lemma 4.4. For 0 s i, j, k c 2”, i + j = k mod 2” if and only if Sn I= ADD,, (i, j, k). 
In addition, we can test the ‘less than’ relation on numbers 0 G P < 2”. Define the 
formula 
def 
LESSTHANn(x, y)I = 
‘The most significant digit of x is less than the rn&st 
significant digit of y, . . . ’ 
v ((XGCp++YGCl) /\ x9+ A yGc2) 
c 
. . . or the most significant digits are equal and the 
next most. significant digit of x is less than the next 
most significant digit of y, a . . ’ 
V . . . 
( 
n-l 
V A (X~Cicsy~Cj) A X’SCn A YSCn 
i=l > 
L 
. or x and y differ only in their least significant 
digits, and that of x is less than that of ye’ 
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This formula is of length 0(n2) as given, but it may be reduced to length O(n) by 
factoring out common subformulas of the form x s ci my s ci. 
Lemma 4.5. For 0 s i, j C 2”, i < j if and only if 
9,, I= LESSTHAN, (i, i). 
Now we can encode strings of length 2” over the alphabet (0, 1). The i, j will be 
used as indices into these strings. Let a! = cyocyl l l l CY~C-~ be a string of length 2”, 
where each ai E (0, 1). Define 
dcf 
a= c i. 
ai=l 
Since every element of gfl is a sum of bits of cl, . . . , cn, there is a one-one 
correspondence between (0, 1}2” and gn, given by the map Q! HCX. 
The ith symbol of QI is determined by the formula i zs a: 
Lemma 4.6. For all ac E (0, 1}2n, 0s i < 2”, the ith symbol of a! is 1 if and only if 
We may compare substrings of length k of two strings cy = (Y~CY~ l l l CY~“-I and 
/++O..= p2~1 beginning at positions i in Q and j in p with the following formula: 
def 
SLJBSTRING,(x, i, y, j, k) = 
Vu Vu VW BIT,(u, cl,. . . , c,) A BIT,&, cl, l l 9, c,) 
A ~I’Lbcc~, . . . . 4 
‘If u, v, w are numbers between 0 and 2” - 1, . . .’ 
A LESSTHAN,(u, k) 
c 
. . . andO<u<k,...’ 
h ADD& u, v) /\ ADD& u, w) 
c 
. . . andv=i+u, w=j+u,...’ 
+(v~xow~y) _ 
b 
. . . then the vth and wth symbols of x and y, respectively, are 
identical.’ 
II a.& * If 0, P (5 10, 112”, 0 <i,j,k<2”suchthati+k-1<2”andj+k-1<2”, 
then r&e substring aiai+ 1 l l 9 ffi+k-1 of Q! is identical to the substring&&+ l g l &+k-1 of 
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0 if and only if 
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& l=SUBSTRING,(cxl, i p, j, k). 
We next show how to encode the operation of concatenation on strings of length 
up to %n. Denote by ]cv] the lengzh of string cy. If Ia] < 2”, we denote by & an arbitrary 
string of length 2” with initial substring cy. 
The following formula will assert hat the first i symbols of x concatenated with the 
first j symbols of y give the first i +j symbols of z : 
def 
CONCATn(x, i, y, j, Z) =SUBSTRING, (x, 0, Z, 8, i) 
A SUBSTRING, (y, 0, Z, i, j). 
Lemma4.8. Ifa,&; ~{O,l}*,~cu~=i,~~I=j,~~~=i+j~2”,theny=~/3ifandonly 
.n 
@n k CONCAT, (&, i, fi, j, +). 
The tools developed above enable us to encode computation histories of 
exponentially time bounded alternating Turing machines. The techniques for 
nondeterm Lnistic Turing machines are well established; see for example [ 1, 12, 1.3, 
16, 181. 
Let A be a set accepted by an alternating Turing machine MA which is exponen- 
tially time bounded and linearly alternation bounded. 
Lemma 4.9. There exists a one-tape deterministic Turing machine M and constant c 
such that, for any Q! E (0, l]“, cy E A if and only if 
where 
3 p 4 abbreviates 3p l@l= k /\ 4 
k 
and 
V p 4 abbreviates VP lal= k + 4. 
k 
Moreover, M runs in time 2d” on input a! #PI # p2 # s l 8 #PC,, for some constant d. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to [15, Theorem 5, or 19, Theorem 4.21. The machine 
Moninputa#&# l *m #&JQ( = n, each Ipi1 = 2’“, simulates ome process (path 
in the computation tree) of MA on input CY. The particular process to be simulated is 
determined by fll # . l . # @cn. The sequence of quantifiers appearing in the state- 
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ment of the theorem mimics the sequence of alternations of existential and universal 
states of rMlcr_. Further details ai*e left to the reader. 
Now, given any a! with Ial = n, we can construct a formula 
COMPUTE,(yl,. . . , y,,) such that for any strings PI, . . . , Pen with all (pi I= 2’“, IM 
acceptsar #pi # l l l #Pen if and only if COMPUTE, (61, . . . , PO) is true in 9&, for 
some N linear in n, where /fi is any string of length 2N having pi as an initial substring. 
This is done by encoding computation histories of 1M on inputs of the form 
a#&#-* # & as strings in (0, 1)“. Such strings are of the form IDoIDl l l l ID,, 
where: each IDi describes an instantaneous description of M at time i, comprising 
the current state, tape contents, and head position; IDo is the start configuration of M 
on input cy #&#&# l l l #pO; and IDi+ follows from IDi according to the 
transition rules of M: Since IM is exponentially time bounded, each ID need only be 
exponentially long, and there need only be exponentially many of them. By judicious 
encoding, we may insure that the length of each ID is exactly 2dn, and the length of 
the entire string IDo l l . ID,, is exactly 2’“, for some d, e independent of n. By taking 
N = en, we may construct formulas START& yl, . . . , y,,) which asserts that x 
represents a string of length 2N of the form ID& ; MOVE,(x) which asserts that 
whenever x can be written PIDiIDi+ly, ID i+l must follow from IDi according to the 
transition rules of 1M; and ACCEPT,(x) which asserts that an accept state of 1M 
occurs somewhere in the string X. Techniques for constructing these formulas, given 
the power to manipulate strings of length up to 2N, are well established [ 1, 12, 13, 
16, 181. This power has been szlpplied by Lemma 4.8. We thus have 
Lemma 4.10. Let y, pi,. . . , PC,, E{& 1)” %uith Iyl = 2N and all Ipi1 = 2’“. Then ‘); 
represents an accepting computation history of M on input cy # PI # . 9 l # &, if and 
only if 
& +START,(y, i&, . . . , Ben) A MQVE,(r) A ACCEPT,(y). 
Now let COMPUTE,(yl,. . . , y,,j be the formula 
3x START, (x, y 1, . . . , y,,) A MOVE,(x) A ACCEPT, (x). 
Since M accepts CY #& # l l l # Pen if and only if there exists an accepting compu- 
tation history y E (0, 1}2N, we immediately have 
Lemma 4.11. 1IM accepts QI # PI # l l . # &,, if and only if 
& /= COMPUTE, ( 
2. Let cy E (0, 1)". Then cy E A if and only if 
PUTEAyl, - . . , yen). 
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Proof. CI E A if and only if 
3 Pl v P2 ’ ’ l 0 &n 9N t= COMPU’Wx (61, . . ‘9 Pfn ), 
2 C” 2 C” 2 C” 
by Lemmas 4.9 and 4.11. Since the extension of pi to @i was arbitrary, this is 
equivalent o the statement 
Since {O, 1}2N and gN are in one-to-one correspondence, this statement is equivalent 
to 
&b3ylvy2-* Qy,, COMPUTE, (~1, . . . , y,, ). 
Theorem 4.13. (_I STA(*, 2’“, n) slog{(~, #)lsn +#), where the n in (n, 4) is 
represented in wary. 
Proof. Let d E U STA(*, 2’“, n) be arbitrary. It is left to the reader to verify that the 
above construction of the sentence 
3Yl VY2 l l - QYM COMPUTE&, . . l , yclcxl) 
from a! can be performed in space log(Ly I. If e is the constant appearing in the 
construction of COMPUTE,, where N = en, then the map 
a +ela,I, 3~1 vy2 l - l Qyclcxi COMPU-rE,(yl, . . . 3 Y+I)) 
provides the desired reduction from .& to the set {(n, c##% I= c$}, by Lemma 4.12,. 
Theorem 4.14. {(n, 4)l& l=4)+,gBA. 
Proof. We will show that 9% property of being 9, is expressible by an easily 
constructible, short sentence of L. 
Let 
INDEP,&, . . . , x,) =Vy BIT,(y, x1,. . . , r,)+ y Z 0. 
Then &INDEP,(al,. . . , a,) if and only if {al,. . . , a,,} is an independent set in &, , 
if and only if &‘alv****an) s s,,. 
Let 
GEN,(y, x1, . . . , x,) = Vz BIT& x1,. . . , x,) + (z s y v .z s 7). 
By Proposition 2,l(iii), we have that a E &Z’akv.***a~’ if and only if & k 
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Finally, let 
def 
FREE,, =3X1 3x2. l l 3x, INDEP,(xr,. . -,xn) A t/yGEN,(y,~~,..=,~n). 
Then & i=FREE, if and only if there exists an n-element independent set of 
generators of &, i.e. if and only if cr& = sn. FREE, is certainly constructible in space 
lo&r ). 
The reduction {(n, 4) 1 Sfn b t#i} sl,,BA is then given by 
By Theorems 4.13,4.14, and the transitivity of slog, we have 
Corollary 4.15. u STA(*, 2’7 n) s,,,BA. 
5. Complexity of consistent extensions of BA 
In this section we extend the results of previous sections to theories of subclasses of 
the class of Boolean algebras. In particular we will be interested in classifying the 
complexities of all complete extensions of BA, Le. those theories which are Th(&) for 
some Boolean algebra &. 
Let q%(x) be a formula with free variab!e Y. If $ is a sentence of L, $4(x) denotes (I/ 
relatkized to 4 ix); $‘(x) is obtained by replacing each ‘3 y ’ in $ with ‘3 y 4 (y ) A ’ and 
each ‘Vy’ with ‘Vy q5( y ) + ‘. Denote the set {a E & 1 d I= ~$(a)} by J@(‘). If JxZ’(~) 
happens to be a subalgebra of &, then 
For example, &(x=ovx=’ ) s 2. If a 1, . . , , a, E &, then dGENntx*= 1 l *‘*am) = &” l*“**anlm 
Such definable substructures enable us to reduce theories of various classes of 
algebras to those of other classes by relativizing. For example, since 2 is a sub- 
structure of every algebra, we immediately have the following lower bound for all 
consistent extensions to BA: 
Theorem 5.1. Let C be any nonempty class of Boolean algebras. Then Th(C) is 
sbg-hard for PSPACE. 
f. By [18, Theorem 4.33, Th(2) is slog -hard for PSPACE, so it suffices to reduce 
2) to Th(C). But for any J$ E C, since = J&~=~“~=‘), by (*) we have that 2 I= $ iff 
Thus the desired reducti is (Lu $‘x=ovx=l’. 
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That there are arbitrarily complex Th(C) is shown by the following construction. 
Let A c w be arbitrary. Let C = {%,,I n ti A}. Then the map m I+ iFREE, reduces 11 
to Th(C). However, the interesting classes of Boolean algebras, for exampk the 
atomic, atomless, complete, finite, or free Boolean algebras, all have theories 
decidable in STA(*, 2”“, n) for some c, by the following theorem: ’ 
Theorem 5.2. If the set a,, (C) is constructible from n in paralel in time c n for some c, 
then Th(C) E STA(*, 2’“, n) for some c. 
Proof. The algorithm is a simple modification of the algoritilm of Section 3. Instead 
of generating all possible n-invariants at the start (reflecting tlhe fact that cr, ({Boolean 
algebras}) ={n-invariants)), only those elements of a,,(C) sue generated. 
Since 
an ((finite algebras}) =gn ({atomic algebras}) =((0, m, 0) 10 s m a; 2”), 
an ({stable algebras}) =an ({complete algebras}) 
c&free algebras}) ={(O, 2”, O>lm ~n}u{(O, 0, I)}, 
an ((atomless algebras}) ‘= ((0, 0, l)}, 
and all these sets are easily constructible, Theorem 5.2 provides an upper bound on 
the complexity of their theories. In addition, if & is a Boolean algebra, then Th(& is 
in U STA(*, 2’“, n) by Theorem 5.2, since the first component o1 o,(d) is either 
constant for all but a finite number of n, or always n ; the second component is either 
constant for all but a finite number of n, or always 2” ; and the third is constant for all 
but a finite number of n. Thus qn(&) is always constructible in time proportional 
to n. 
If J$ is finite, then Th(&) is even easier to decide. The following theorem 
generalizes the result of [18] that Th(2) E PSPACE. 
Theorem 5.3. If d is finite, then Th(&) E PSPACE. 
Proof. Suppose & has m atoms. To eliminate existential (universal) quantifiers, all 
possible sums of the m atoms are generated in parallel existentially (universally). 
These sums are represented by binary vectors of length m. When all quantifiers are 
eliminated, the atomic formulas may be verified using componentwise Boolean 
operations on the vectors. Since w5 is fixed, this algorithm runs in alternating time 
proportional to n, thus Th(.&)E PSPACE since alternating polynomial time and 
deterministic polynomial space are equal [5, 151. 
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Combining this result with Theorem 5 1, we have 
Corollary 5.4. If & is finite, then Th(&) is <I,,-complete for PSPACE. 
Also, since Th(C) = ndecTh(4, we have 
Corollary 5.5. If C is nonempty and consists of a finite number of finite Boolean 
algebras, then l%(C) is sI,,-complete for PSPACE. 
We will now show that in all other cases, Th(C) is +,-hard for U STA(*, 2’“, n). 
This result together with Theorem 5.2 says that the theories of complete, atomic, 
atomless, finite, or free algebras are all slG,-complete for U STA(*, 2’“, n). In 
addition, all Th(&) are G I,,-complete for either PSPACE or U STA(*, 2’“, n), 
depending on whether & is finite or infinite, with nothing in between. 
Theorem 5.6. If C is a c!axs of Boolean algebras such !hat C either is infinite or 
contains an infinite algebra, then Th(C) is +,,-hard for U STA(*, 2’“, n). 
Proof. First we observe that every 9n is represented as a subalgebra of some algebra 
in C. To see this, let SQ E C such that & contains at least 2*” elements (such an & 
must exist, by the conditions on C), and let A c: J& A of cardinality 2*“. Let B be the 
set of bits of A. By Proposition 2.1 (iii), B must contain at least 2” nonzero elements, 
and by Proposition 2.1(i), B partitions .s& Thus, by combining some of these 
elements, there is a set D of exactly 2” nonzero elements partitioning c9e. Then any 
one-to-one correspondence between D and the bits of cl, . . . , Cn in 9n extends to an 
isomorphism between & and 9n. 
Now in order to reduce {(n, #) I& I= $} to Th(C), we map sentence (I, E L into the 
sentence 
This sentence is clearly constructible in space log(n) + log( 1#1). If ~4 is any algebra 
containing no n-element independent set, then (*) is vacuously true in s4. If & does 
contain an n-element independent set {al, . . . , a,}, then all such subsets of & 
generate subalgebra isomorphic to 9n; thus 
& C= # iff for all independent subsets {al, . . . , a,} of J& J@‘.*“~~ l= # 
iff for all al,. . . , a,, E ~4 such that &kINDEP, (~1,. . . , an), we have 
&4 GEN,(x.f+...a,) M 
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Since there is at least one algebra in C containing an n-element independent set, we 
have 
&I=@ iff (*)ETh(C). 
The result follows from Theorem 4.13. 
Appendix. Construction of a Boolean algebra of given n -invariant r, J:, t 
We first construct a particular unstable algebra ie. Let & be the algebra of finite 
and cofinite subsets of o. Let 9 be the algebra of subsets of the real interval [3,4) 
generated by sub-intervals [a, b). Each element of a is a finite union1 of intervals 
[a, b) and 9 is atomless. 
Let % be the subalgebra of Sp x B consisting of all pairs (A, B) such\ that 
A is cofinite - B includes a neighborh-ood of 3. 
Then Ce is the desired algebra.: 
Fkoposition. (i) Ce is unstable; 
(ii) the unstable elements of % form a nonprincipal uatrafilter; 
(iii) %/I(%) = 2. 
Pmof. (i) and (iii) are immediate from (ii). For any (A, B) E %, 
{atoms of (A, B)} = {atoms of (A, 8)) = (((u), 0) 1 a E A}. 
Thc:i (A, B) is stable if and only if A is finite, since if A is finite, then 
C {atoms of (A, B)} = c {({a}, 0) 1 a E A} = (A, 0), 
whereas if A is cofinite, then any upper bound for {({a}, 0) 1 a E A} in % must include 
a neighborhood of 3, hence cannot be minimal. 
The set {(A, B) E @if 1 A is cofinite} is clearly an ultrafilter, and flonpriin?ipal since it 
has no minimal element. 
Now given AZ we construct A? (-‘) from AZ such that J&~‘/I(&‘)) == 94. By a well 
known theorem, we may consider cr& to be an algebra of subslets of some set x’. Let PX 
be the algebra consisting of all subsets of X; then & is a subalgebra of PX. 
Form the product algebra niex Vi, where each %i is a copy of the unstabie aigebra 
% just constructed. Let ri be the ith projection taking a sequence x E nj,, %j to its 
ith component. Define the map 
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C(X) = {i 1 wi(x) is unstable}. 
Then CT is an epimorphism with kernel {x 1 Vi &) is stable} = {x 1 x is stable}. Let 
cllgcD1’ bethe inverse image of & under a. Then restricting c to domain &(-l), the 
image is & and the kernel is the set of stable elements of &l), so 
Now we are ready to construct ari algebra of given n-invariant (r, s, t). We start 
with an algebra & of n-invariant (0, s, t). If s = t = 0, take ~4 = 8 and we are done, 
since I* 2 0. Otherwise, take the direct product of s copies of 2 (for the s atoms), plus a 
copy of an aiomless algebra if and only if I’ = 1. 
The required algebra is J&-~), where 
Jg”‘) = &g, _&n-l) _ &m)(-1) for mG0, 
since &(-r)(r) - - & by foregoing remarks, and & # 0, so r is the least m for which 
J#~~“‘” is stable. Since & has s atoms and an atomless part if and only if t = 1, 
cr&P’) = (a, s, t). 
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